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Introduction
Diagonal term orders were used in 17] to provide a short proof of the independence half of the standard basis theorem for the irreducible representations of GL n associated to the rectangular partition shapes. This method also appears implicitly in 21] which essentially characterizes the initial terms of the GL n -representations constructed from \almost skew" shapes.
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In this paper, we generalize these results to the class of all row-convex shapes and study the behavior of initial terms with respect to the RobinsonSchensted-Knuth algorithm. This behavior is identical to that of the rowreading in the bases of 10] associated with the column-convex shapes. We generalize those de nitions to the supersymmetric case and show that a unitriangular matrix gives the natural action of on these bases by any basis, for the row-convex transpose shape, whose elements have distinct initial terms.
Combinatorial Preliminaries
Throughout this paper, a shape is considered to be a subset of Z + Z + . The top row has rst coordinate 1 and the leftmost column has second coordinate 1. A row-convex shape, such as , is essentially a shape with no gaps in any row. In particular, if cells (r; i) and (r; k) are in a shape D, then (r; j) is in D, for all i < j < k. Since the constructions we will be using are not sensitive to the order of rows in a diagram, we assume that the rows of a row convex diagram are sorted so that higher rows end at least as far to the right as lower rows.
Most of our results hold for signed tableaux, i.e. diagrams whose cells are lled with letters chosen from some ordered set L, usually called an alphabet, in which each element is accorded either a positive or a negative sign. This signature is independent of the order on the letters. The subset of positively (respectively negatively) signed elements is L + (L ? ). We need to generalize the notions of strict and weak inequalities to take signs into account. Thus for a; b 2 L, write a <+ b if a < b or a = b and both are positively signed.
Similarly, write a <? b if a < b or a = b and both are negative.
A tableau of shape D is termed Deruyts if it is obtained by lling each cell in the diagram with the cell's column index viewed as a negative letter. We denote such a tableau by Der ? (D) We extend forget to biwords by setting forget(v) = (forget(v); forget( v)).
The following propositions are evident from the above de nitions and basic properties of the Robinson-Schensted algorithm. Proposition 2.4 Given a sorted signed biword, w, the insertion and recording tableaux resulting from inserting w are the same as the insertion and recording tableaux obtained by inserting w 0 = dist(w) and then \forgetting" the distinguishing marks.
Furthermore, P r (w 0 ) and Q r (w 0 ) can be recovered from Q r (w) and P r (w) respectively by making copies of a negative letter increase as they appear in rows from top to bottom and by making copies of a positive letter increase from left to right. De ne the Knuth-equivalence relation $ on length 3 words containing distinct letters i < j < k by j; i; k $ j; k; i and k; i; j $ i; k; j. If two longer words di er only in a length 3 consecutive subword and these subwords are Knuth equivalent, then so are the longer words. In general, Knuth equivalence is de ned as the transitive closure of these relations. Recall that if w; v are words on distinct letters, then P r (w) = P r (v) i w $ v.
Because inverting a sorted biword reverses its P and Q tableaux, two words without repeated letters have the same Q tableaux (are dual-Knuth equivalent, written $) when their lower words are equivalent under the transitive closure of the following relations on not necessarily consecutive subsequences: j; j ? 1; j + 1 $ j + 1; j ? 1; j j; j + 1; j ? 1 $j ? 1; j + 1; j: (1) 4 Let v; w be sorted biwords (with the same upper word.) They are de ned to be Knuth (dual-Knuth) equivalent i dist( v); dist( w) are Knuth (dualKnuth) equivalent. By Proposition 2.4 this de nition is equivalent to the insertion (recording) tableaux for v; w being identical. We will need the following result. Lemma 2.6 Suppose w is a sorted biword. Let w 0 = dist(w) and let v 0 be the inverted biword sort(( w 0 ;ŵ 0 )). The word, v, obtained by forgetting distinguishing marks in v 0 is also a sorted biword.
Algebraic preliminaries
Write the symmetric and exterior Z-algebras associated to a set L as Sym(L) and (L). Similarly, the symmetric and exterior Q-algebras associated to L are Sym Q (L) and Q (L). The algebra Div(x) of divided powers of a variable x is the commutative Z-algebra generated by all symbols x (i) and satisfying the relations x . This is isomorphic to the Z-subalgebra of Q x] generated by x i =i!. Similarly, the divided powers algebra of a set L is the Z-subalgebra of Sym Q (L) generated by all If w is a sequence in A for some signed set A, typically L, P, or L P, then we de ne c (w)! to be Q i2A + (#times i appears in w)!. It is easy to see that such orders exist{see 19] for details.
De nition 3.2 Given p 2 Super( L j P]) and an order on monomials, dene the initial monomial init (p) of p to be the smallest monomial appearing in p. Sometimes the phrase \initial term" will be used when the coe cient of the initial monomial is to be included. In this paper, all orders applied to the monomials of Super( L j P]) will be diagonal term orders. They will usually be written or diag .
Suppose T has shape D. The smallest monomial appearing in the poly- , for i 2 N. In practice, it will su ce to restrict attention to the action of elements E a;b , a; b 2 L. These elements act as superderivations:
A (left) superderivation D is a Z-linear endomorphism of Super( L j P]) such that for p; q homogeneous in Super( L j P]), the identity D(pq) = (Dp)q + (?1) jpj p(Dq) holds for some xed 2 Z 2 . This is the sign of D. A right superderivation R is de ned similarly; the Leibniz rule generalizes to (pq)R = (?1) jRjjqj (pR)q + p(qR). evaluates to (l 1 ; l 2 ; : : : ; l k jp 1 ; p 2 ; : : : ; p k ). 4 The straight basis theorem and a characterization of initial terms
We will de ne our primary objects of study, the super-Schur modules, as 
In the case that L is negative (respectively positive) then S D (L) is called the Schur (respectively Weyl) module associated with the diagram D. The spanning result is proved in 19, 20] by a straightening algorithm that repeatedly expands two-rowed subtableaux in terms of other such tableaux with longer non-modi ed column word. We sketch the fact that the tworowed case of Theorem 4.4 implies the full version: The proof of Proposition 4.3 shows that given a tableau S in the straight basis expansion of a row-standard tableau T, we have w S > w T and at least one of the ordinary and modi ed column words for S is strictly bigger than that for T.
In m) with given content equals the number of straight tableaux of skew shape ( 1 ; 2 )=(0; m) with the same content.
We will describe a content preserving map pushright (and its inverse pushleft) from standard tableaux of shape ( 1 ; 2 ? m) to straight tableau of shape ( 1 ; 2 )=(0; m).
De ne pushright on standard tableau by a three step algorithm:
Step Proof.(that pushright produces straight tableaux.) After step 2 ends the top row and the bottom row will still be row standard{i.e. ordered by <+. To see this, consider a typical tableau appearing at the end of step is a column whose bottom cell is in target position, then z ?> y. Since y + > + > x + > w, we are done.
Since step 2 only ips those columns that are not ush right, the columns that are ush right still have (bottomvalue) ?> (topvalue) and thus do not violate straightness. The bottom cells that are not at their target will form inversions, but since step 3 will moves each of them right by at least one, these inversions will not end up being ippable.
The algorithm de ning pushright is invertible at each step. Explicitly, this is accomplished by pushleft, de ned below:
Step Step 3 maintains the lack of inversions hence the output tableau is standard. Theorem 4.6 The function pushright is a content-preserving bijection from standard tableau of shape ( 1 ; 2 ?m) to straight tableau of shape ( 1 ; 2 )=(0; m). Its inverse is pushleft.
Proof. It su ces to show that step 1 of each algorithm reverses step 3 of the other.
Step 3 of pushleft followed by step 1 of pushright is the identity: After step 2 of pushleft, no element y in the bottom row and left of 2 can be moved into an empty space to its right while preserving the fact that y is not involved in an inversion, since a tableau like : : : x z : : :
: : : y : : : came from : : : y z : : : : : : x : : : , and hence y <+ z. This is precisely the condition that step 1 of pushright reestablishes.
That step 3 of pushright followed by step 1 of pushleft is the identity follows similarly: The tableau formed by parts 1 and 2 of pushright satis es the following: One: if a column i is Remark. Pushright is also accomplished by moving elements one at a time in the bottom row. Take the rightmost element and move it right as long as it does not form an inversion. When it stops, ip it with the element above and then move that element to its target. Since interchanging adjacent columns in this manner preserves the Knuth-equivalence class of three letter modi ed column words, we have: Proposition 4.7 The bijections pushright and pushleft preserve the Knuthequivalence classes of the modi ed column word.
Considering instead dual-Knuth equivalence, we will show the following. We show that if w has a D-realization T, then after applying any of the relations (1), the resulting word has a D-realization T 1 . View a dual-Knuth move as giving a permutation T 2 of the entries of T. We show we can form T 1 (necessarily row-standard) from some column-stabilizing permutation of the entries of T 2 . If the letters j ? 1; j; j + 1 appear in distinct rows of T then the result is immediate. They cannot all appear in the same row since row-standardness would prevent the dual-Knuth moves from applying.
Suppose precisely two of j ? 1; j; j + 1 appear in the same row. By rowconvexity they are in adjacent columns. If the entries appear in three di erent columns then the dual-Knuth permutations all preserve row-standardness. We are left to check that dual-Knuth moves take row-standard tableaux to other row-standard tableaux with the same modi ed column words as follows, (?1) ju (2) jjvj hu (1) ; vihu (2) Proof. Look at the largest letter, say x, in the rst column of T 1 . Suppose x appears in row j of T 1 . Let y be the largest letter, in the the rst column of T. Suppose that y appears in row i of T. Let z be the (i; j)th entry of S. Now since T is row-standard and S is a (T; T 1 )-interpolant, y <+ z. We conclude that y <+ z <+ x. If y 6 = x we are done. Suppose y = z = x, then z has shown up in the same cell of S as of T. Iterating this process shows that w T w T 1 and that if they are equal, the interpolant is T. 6 A conjectures on tableaux and initial terms.
In closing, we remark that just as column-standardness needed to be sacriced to de ne the straight tableaux (while maintaining row-standardness), it is impossible to signi cantly generalize the class of shapes for which one has a basis while preserving both row-standardness of the indexing tableaux and giving these tableaux modi ed column words which correspond to initial terms. I.E., for more general shapes, the initial terms, under a diagonal term order, of products of determinants do not exhaust the initial terms of the module generated by these products. 
